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If you land exactly on a 
space with directions, 
follow the prompt.  
You must land exactly  
on the “Winner!”  
space to end the game.

Cut out your  
playing pieces.

Use the spinner to know 
how many spaces to move 
on the game board. Put a 
paperclip at the center  
of the circle and use  
the point of a pencil  
to hold it in place.  
With your other  
hand, flick the  
paperclip. Move  
ahead the number  
of spaces indicated.

The Bone Wars Game
O. C. Marsh and Edward Cope were in fierce competition to see who 
could discover the most dinosaur fossils. They snooped and tricked 
each other to win the Bone Wars, but in the end, neither was the clear 
winner. See who comes out on top in this fun game for two players.

COPE GOOFS  
ON ELASMOSAURUS. 

Move back  
one space.

MARSH FINDS  
A PTERODACTYL 

WING FINGER!  
Move ahead  
one space.

COPE FINDS 
CAMARASAURUS—

THE BIGGEST 
DINOSAUR TO  

DATE!  
Take an  

extra turn.

MARSH’S  
AND COPE’S 

TEAMS  
THROW  

ROCKS AT  
EACH  

OTHER!  
Lose a turn.

COPE AND MARSH 
NEVER REPAIR 

THEIR FRIENDSHIP. 
Move back  
one space.

THANKS  
TO THE BONE 

WARS, MUSEUMS 
ARE FILLED WITH 

DINOSAUR FOSSILS! 
Move ahead  
one space.

START

WINNER!
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Dinosaur Bones Puzzle
Cope goofed when putting bones together to create the skeleton of 
elasmosaurus. Marsh happily pointed out the error and the Bone 
Wars began! Cut along the blue lines of the T. rex skeleton below. 
Mix up the pieces and see if you can put the bones back together 
correctly!


